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High-stakes public examinations exert a dominant influence in most education systems. They affect both teacher and student
behavior, especially at the middle and upper levels of secondary education. The content of past examinations tends to dictate what
is taught and how it is taught and, more important, what is learned and how it is learned. By changing aspects of these
examinations, especially their content and format, education systems can have a strong positive impact on teacher behavior and
student learning, help raise student achievement levels, and better prepare students for tertiary-level education and for
employment. Examination agencies, many of which have followed the same procedures over decades, can learn from the
successes and failures of other systems. This book addresses current issues related to the development, administration, scoring,
and usage of these high-stakes public examinations, identifying key issues and problems related to examinations in many
emerging market economies as well as in advanced economies. The book’s primary audience consists of public examination
officials on national, regional, and state examination boards, but the book should also be of interest to senior education policy
makers concerned with certification and learning achievement standards, to academics and researchers interested in educational
assessment, to governmental and education agencies responsible for student selection, and to professionals at development
organizations. “This extremely well-written and comprehensive book offers a timely review of the diversity of public examination
practices worldwide; of the tensions between examinations and learning; and of the technical expertise involved in the creation of
valid, reliable, and fair assessments. It reminds us that as “the diploma disease†? takes hold with an ever-greater intensity at
every stage of education worldwide, and the commercial business of testing flourishes, those concerned with educational quality
and meaningful learning must be on guard to prevent the assessment tail wagging the educational dog.†? Angela W. Little,
Professor Emerita, Institute of Education, University College London “This book is very well structured and written and draws on
the authors’ remarkable global knowledge across countries and histories. It will be a great asset both to administrators
responsible for examinations and to academics and other professionals who seek to understand the nature and impact of
examinations of different types and in different settings.†? Mark Bray, UNESCO Chair Professor of Comparative Education,
University of Hong Kong; and former Director, UNESCO International Institute for Educational Planning “I am sure that Public
Examinations Examined, which thoroughly analyzes the practice of public examinations in different countries and makes profound
and well-grounded conclusions, will arouse very great interest and will serve to further improve public examinations.†? Victor
Bolotov, Distinguished Professor, Higher School of Economics, National Research University, Moscow; member, Russian
Academy of Education; and former Deputy Minister of Education, Russian Federation
Both Western and Chinese intellectuals have long derided filial piety tales as an absurd and grotesque variety of children’s
literature. Selfless Offspring offers a fresh perspective on the genre, revealing the rich historical worth of these stories by
examining them in their original context: the tumultuous and politically fragmented early medieval era (A.D. 100–600). At a time
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when no Confucian virtue was more prized than filial piety, adults were moved and inspired by tales of filial children. The emotional
impact of even the most outlandish actions portrayed in the stories was profound, a measure of the directness with which they
spoke to major concerns of the early medieval Chinese elite. In a period of weak central government and powerful local clans, the
key to preserving a household’s privileged status was maintaining a cohesive extended family. Keith Knapp begins this farranging and persuasive study by describing two related historical trends that account for the narrative’s popularity: the growth of
extended families and the rapid incursion of Confucianism among China’s learned elite. Extended families were better at
maintaining their status and power, so patriarchs found it expedient to embrace Confucianism to keep their large, fragile
households intact. Knapp then focuses on the filial piety stories themselves—their structure, historicity, origin, function, and
transmission—and argues that most stem from the oral culture of these elite extended families. After examining collections of filial
piety tales, known as Accounts of Filial Children, he shifts from text to motif, exploring the most common theme: the "reverent
care" and mourning of parents. In the final chapter, Knapp looks at the relative burden that filiality placed on men and women and
concludes that, although women largely performed the same filial acts as men, they had to go to greater extremes to prove their
sincerity.
Build the knowledge and understanding of garment technology essential to any designer In today's competitive fashion industry, it
is essential that designers have a working understanding of garment technology. This 2nd edition has been comprehensively
updated, with in-depth information on stitches, guides and attachments and sewing techniques, all of which are fully illustrated.
There are enhanced chapters on machine and equipment technology explaining the uses, features and limitations of garment
manufacturing equipment, enabling designers to create products that can be manufactured efficiently and with a high degree of
quality. Approached from the fashion designer's mindset, this book features illustrations to help users build their knowledge and
understanding Blends theoretical and practical material Updated with the latest and most modern advances in clothing technology
Illustrated throughout to help shape the reader's knowledge and understanding of garment technology
Now in dynamic full color, SI ENGINEERING FUNDAMENTALS: AN INTRODUCTION TO ENGINEERING, 5e helps students
develop the strong problem-solving skills and solid foundation in fundamental principles they will need to become analytical, detailoriented, and creative engineers. The book opens with an overview of what engineers do, an inside glimpse of the various areas of
specialization, and a straightforward look at what it takes to succeed. It then covers the basic physical concepts and laws that
students will encounter on the job. Professional Profiles throughout the text highlight the work of practicing engineers from around
the globe, tying in the fundamental principles and applying them to professional engineering. Using a flexible, modular format, the
book demonstrates how engineers apply physical and chemical laws and principles, as well as mathematics, to design, test, and
supervise the production of millions of parts, products, and services that people use every day. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
"This book is about the threats to education quality in the developing world that cannot be explained by lack of resources. It
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reviews the observed phenomenon of service delivery failures in public education: cases where programs and policies increase
the inputs to education but do not produce effective services where it counts - in schools and classrooms. It documents what we
know about the extent and costs of such failures across low and middle-income countries. And it further develops the conceptual
model posited in the World Development Report 2004: that a root cause of low-quality and inequitable public services - not only in
education - is the weak accountability of providers to both their supervisors and clients.The central focus of the book, however, is a
new story. It is that developing countries are increasingly adopting innovative strategies to attack these problems. Drawing on new
evidence from 22 rigorous impact evaluations across 11 developing countries, this book examines how three key strategies to
strengthen accountability relationships in developing country school systems have affected school enrollment, completion and
student learning. The book reviews the motivation and global context for education reforms aimed at strengthening provider
accountability. It provides the rationally and synthesizes the evidence on the impacts of three key lines of reform: (1) policies that
use the power of information to strengthen the ability of clients of education services (students and their parents) to hold providers
accountable for results; (2) policies that promote school-based management?that is increase schools? autonomy to make key
decisions and control resources, often empowering parents to play a larger role; (3) teacher incentives reforms that specifically aim
at making teachers more accountable for results, either by making contract tenure dependent on performance, or offering
performance-linked pay. The book summarizes the lessons learned, draws cautious conclusions about possible complementarities
across different types of accountability-focused reforms if they are implemented in tandem, considers issues related to scaling up
reform efforts and the political economy of reform, and suggests directions for future work."
Jesus Christ alone answers our deepest questions. We all have doubts that challenge our faith. We wonder whether the Bible still
matters, or whether God is truly as loving and personal as we hope. In his first ever devotional, The Logic of God, apologist Ravi
Zacharias offers 52 readings that explain how and why Christianity, the Bible, and God are still relevant, vital, and life-changing for
us today. To all our dilemmas Ravi says, "I am convinced that Jesus Christ alone uniquely answers the deepest questions of our
hearts and minds." With a remarkable grasp of biblical facts and a deep understanding of the questions that trouble our hearts,
Ravi tackles the most difficult topics with ease and understanding. But The Logic of God is more than intellectual; it is also
personal, offering thoughtful wisdom on: when Jesus draws especially near you. the deep ray of hope found in God’s Word. how
God transforms disappointments. why prayer matters. how genuine peace is possible. making sense of suffering. Ravi makes
profound biblical truth easy to understand. And if your life is busy, this book is designed for you! It addresses 52 topics that you
can read over the course of one year or slowly digest at your own pace. Each entry includes a Scripture, questions for reflection,
and some practical application steps. When you're struggling with questions and doubts, confused, curious, or just want a clearer
way to express your faith The Logic of God has answers that satisfy the heart and the mind.
This student text covers the proposed mandatory core components for Statistics at A level for Business Studies and elements of
the Application of Number Core Skills for Advanced Business GNVQ. This text is presented in the same format as Business
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Studies by Hammond and Business Case Studies.
Blossoms of the Savannah is the story of two sisters, Taiyo and Resian, who are on the verge of womanhood and torn between
their personal ambitions and the humiliating duty to the Nasila tradition. Relocation to their rural home heralds a cultural alienation
born of their refusal to succumb to female genital mutilation and early marriages. In pursuit of the delicate and elusive socioeconomic cultural balance in Nasila, Ole. Kaelo, the girls' father is ensnared by a corrupt extortionist. To extricate himself he sends
his daughters into a flat-spin labyrinth from which they have to struggle to escape.
The first historically and internationally comprehensive collection of its kind, Essayists on the Essay is a path-breaking work that is
nothing less than a richly varied sourcebook for anyone interested in the theory, practice, and art of the essay. This unique work
includes a selection of fifty distinctive pieces by American, Canadian, English, European, and South American essayists from
Montaigne to the present—many of which have not previously been anthologized or translated—as well as a detailed bibliographical
and thematic guide to hundreds of additional works about the essay. From a buoyant introduction that provides a sweeping
historical and analytic overview of essayists’ thinking about their genre—a collective poetics of the essay—to the detailed headnotes
offering pointed information about both the essayists themselves and the anthologized selections, to the richly detailed
bibliographic sections, Essayists on the Essay is essential to anyone who cares about the form. This collection provides teachers,
scholars, essayists, and readers with the materials they need to take a fresh look at this important but often overlooked form that
has for too long been relegated to the role of service genre—used primarily to write about other more “literary” genres or to teach
young people how to write. Here, in a single celebratory volume, are four centuries of commentary and theory reminding us of the
essay’s storied history, its international appeal, and its relationship not just with poetry and fiction but also with radio, film, video,
and new media.
The role of higher education in establishing structures and procedures in society and industry is clearly articulated in scholarly
discussions. The narrative has recently taken a new momentum in Kenya with acknowledgement of the creative industry involves
many youth, as an area that impacts on the economy. In unravelling the link between higher education and industry, the authors
focus on leadership and governance in higher education and its expected and perceived contribution to the shaping of the creative
industry. Through analysis of cases, the authors interrogate the processes and structures that govern the teaching and practice of
the creative subjects, noting how these affect the creative industry in Kenya. This book approaches the creative disciplines from
the perspectives of the students, lecturers and university administrators. The three voices provide a balanced view of what higher
creative arts education in Kenya is. The multiple authorship of the book further provides a balanced account of the development of
these disciplines in higher education, and their growth in industry. The key concepts here are the development of the creative
industry and how higher education should contribute to the same.
Business Model Generation is a handbook for visionaries, game changers, and challengers striving to defy outmoded business
models and design tomorrow's enterprises. If your organization needs to adapt to harsh new realities, but you don't yet have a
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strategy that will get you out in front of your competitors, you need Business Model Generation. Co-created by 470 "Business
Model Canvas" practitioners from 45 countries, the book features a beautiful, highly visual, 4-color design that takes powerful
strategic ideas and tools, and makes them easy to implement in your organization. It explains the most common Business Model
patterns, based on concepts from leading business thinkers, and helps you reinterpret them for your own context. You will learn
how to systematically understand, design, and implement a game-changing business model--or analyze and renovate an old one.
Along the way, you'll understand at a much deeper level your customers, distribution channels, partners, revenue streams, costs,
and your core value proposition. Business Model Generation features practical innovation techniques used today by leading
consultants and companies worldwide, including 3M, Ericsson, Capgemini, Deloitte, and others. Designed for doers, it is for those
ready to abandon outmoded thinking and embrace new models of value creation: for executives, consultants, entrepreneurs, and
leaders of all organizations. If you're ready to change the rules, you belong to "the business model generation!"
Bad theology nearly took Kevin's life. They believed that God could never love them because they were queer, leading to a deadly
shame that nearly took Kevin's life. Kevin felt trapped by fear. Fear of losing their community, their family, and even their
connection to God.That is until Kevin changed their mind, finally hearing the voice of the Spirit calling them to believe something
better.Through personal experience, classical theological devices, and a fair bit of profanity, Kevin dives into some of the most
common toxic belief patterns that are killing our communities, showing you how to undo them, and how to create new, better
theology to lead you back to your spiritual authority.Bad Theology Kills is the first step on leaving behind a religion filled with fear
and blossoming into a life and spirituality grounded in Love....Like many Evangelical Christians, Kevin grew up believing that being
gay was a sin punishable by hell and social ex-communication. After 12 years of ex-gay therapy resulting in two suicide attempts,
Kevin realized that God never would ask them to give up who they were, but rather God invited Kevin deeper into the heart of
Love, deeper into who they always were meant to be. They realized that Love doesn't have to hurt, and that God was much bigger
than anticipated.Through personal stories, fresh takes on old Bible stories, and employing trusted theological devices, Bad
Theology Kills shows us not only can we craft new theologies that can redeem our faith, but we can save lives. Bad theology is
killing all of us. And a better way is possible.
V.1: Physical and chemical properties of food products and handling materials. Mechanical harvesting of fruits and vegetables .
Thermal processing. Cooling and refrigeration. Freezing and cooling applicaiton. Bakery products. Evaporating and drying
equipment. Separators and separating. Grinding and size reduciton. Homogenization. extuders and extractors. Irradiation of food.
Cereal grain processing. Chirning and buteer handling equipment. Cheese plant equipment. Potatoes. Candy and conctionery
manufacturing systems. Egg processing. Meat processing and packaging. Fruit and vegetable processing systems. V.2: The
system approach. Mechanical systems. Power transmission. Hydraulic and fluid systems. electrical systesm. Heating systems for
food processing plants. Steam generation. Refrigeration and cooling systems. Temperature measuremente and control. Water
quality, treatment and utlization. Waste disposal. lubrification. Materials handling. Automation and computer systems. Food plant
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design. Energy. Safety and fire protection systems.
This new release presents the wealth of information gleaned about nonhuman primates nutrition since the previous edition was
published in 1978. With expanded coverage of natural dietary habits, gastrointestinal anatomy and physiology, and the nutrient
needs of species that have been difficult to maintain in captivity, it explores the impact on nutrition of physiological and life-stage
considerations: infancy, weaning, immune function, obesity, aging, and more. The committee also discusses issues of
environmental enrichment such as opportunities for foraging. Based on the world's scientific literature and input from authoritative
sources, the book provides best estimates of nutrient requirements. The volume covers requirements for energy: carbohydrates,
including the role of dietary fiber; proteins and amino acids; fats and fatty acids; minerals, fat-soluble and water-soluble vitamins;
and water. The book also analyzes the composition of important foods and feed ingredients and offers guidelines on feed
processing and diet formulation.
Business Studies HSC textbook

Robin George Collingwood, FBA (1889 – 1943) was an English historian, philosopher, and archaeologist most famous
his philosophical works. Along with “The Principles of Art” (1938), Collingwood's “The Idea of History” was his bestknown work, originally collated from numerous sources following his death by a student of his, T. M. Knox. It became a
major inspiration for philosophy of history in the western world and is extensively cited to his day. This fascinating volume
on history and its relationship to philosophy will appeal to students and collectors of vintage philosophical works alike.
Contents include: “The Philosophy of History”, “History's Nature”, “Object”, “Method”, “Greco-Roman Histography”,
“The Influence of Christianity”, “The Threshold of Scientific History”, “Scientific History”, “England”, “Germany”,
“France”, “Italy”, etc. Many vintage books such as this are increasingly scarce and expensive. It is with this in mind that
we are republishing this volume today in an affordable, high-quality, modern edition complete with a speciallycommissioned new biography of the author.
The book is a cutting-edge contribution to the debate which has occurred for some time on the pros and cons of
secondary education becoming more closely and explicitly related to preparing young people for the world of work. The
book provides concrete examples of the vocationalisation of secondary education, with particular reference to the
situation in Africa. The target audience for the book includes policy-makers, practitioners, administrators, education
planners, researchers, teachers and teacher educators with a concern about the relationship between secondary
education and education for the world of work (with particular reference to technical and vocational education and training
- TVET.) The book appears in the Springer book series on ‘Technical and Vocational Education and Training: Issues,
Concerns and Prospects’ and compliments the ‘International Handbook of Technical and Vocational Education and
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Training’ and other publications in the’ International Library of TVET’ all of which are publications of the ‘UNESCOUNEVOC International Centre for TVET’ in Bonn, Germany
Divine Encounters is a photographic odyssey exploring an Asia hiding in plain sight, resilient and vibrant. For just behind
the neon signs, the marble and stainless-steel facades, the luxury cars and glitzy shopping malls, lies a different world. A
world revealing itself through elaborate spirit rituals, blood-curdling ceremonies and exuberant festivals taking place all
over the continent.
This textbook, originally by D. Annand and H. Dauderis, was intended for a first course in introductory financial
accounting. It focuses on core introductory financial accounting topics that match pre-requisite requirements for students
advancing to Intermediate Financial Accounting. A corporate approach is utilized versus beginning with a sole
proprietorship emphasis and then converting to a corporate approach; this consistency throughout the book reduces
confusion for the introductory student. This most recent revision by D. Marchand converted the text from IFRS to reflect
the Generally Accepted Accounting Principles of the United States (U.S. GAAP).
Betrayal in the City, first published in 1976 and 1977, was Kenya's national entry to the Second World Black and African
Festival of Arts and Culture in Lagos, Nigeria. The play is an incisive, thought-provoking examination of the problems of
independence and freedom in post-colonial African states, where a sizeable number of people feel that their future is
either blank or bleak. In the words of Mosese, one of the characters: "It was better while we waited. Now we have nothing
to look forward to. We have killed our past and are busy killing our future."--Page 4 of cover.
Includes music.
This book explores the ways in which women in Africa utilize Information and Communication Technologies to facilitate
their empowerment; whether through the mobile village phone business, through internet use, or through new career and
ICT employment opportunities. Based on the outcome of an extensive research project, this timely books features
chapters based on original primary field research undertaken by academics and activists who have investigated
situations within their own communities and countries. The discussion includes such issues as the notion of ICTs for
empowerment and as agents of change, ICTs in the fight against gender-based violence, and how ICTs could be used to
re-conceptualize public and private spaces.
Have you spent years trying to get certified due to continued exam failures? Do you want to acquire a professional
qualification but fear of failure is holding you back? Then you do not have to worry anymore. This self-help book will show
you the techniques that will prepare you to pass any professional exams; even without attending lectures. The book is for
people who have the desire to be professionally certified but face challenges with planning, studies, and the examination
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hall. As a lifetime self-study student who sat and passed over 20 professional exam papers at the first attempt, the author
has mastered the art of passing exams even while having a full-time banking job. He has read, researched, and tested
many of the best materials for success in an exam. You too can pass any professional exam at the first sitting, and this
book will show you: the mindset, network, and investment you needed to pass. Proven methods of preparing study notes
that aid recall How to relate your textbook to the practical cases and scenarios How to easily remember any new idea or
formula Productive study and revision strategies that lead to exam success. Strategies that can impress the examiner
How to read and respond to any examination questions and much more. Follow the advice in this book; you will get
higher success rates in any professional exams. What is stopping you from acquiring your desired professional
certification faster than you ever thought possible? You must act with the right tools; then you will see satisfactory results.
These twelve dazzling stories from Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie — the Orange Broadband Prize–winning author of Half of
a Yellow Sun — are her most intimate works to date. In these stories Adichie turns her penetrating eye to the ties that bind
men and women, parents and children, Nigeria and the United States. In “A Private Experience,” a medical student
hides from a violent riot with a poor Muslim woman, and the young mother at the centre of “Imitation” finds her
comfortable life in Philadelphia threatened when she learns that her husband has moved his mistress into their Lagos
home. Searing and profound, suffused with beauty, sorrow and longing, this collection is a resounding confirmation of
Adichie’s prodigious literary powers.
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